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In this paper we  investigate further the effects of placing restrictions 
on the derivations of unrestricted rewriting systems (Matthews, 1964). 
DEFrNITION 1. A grammar  is a 4-tuple (VN,  V~,  Z, R)  where VN,  VT  
are disjoint vocabularies called the nonterminal and the terminal vo- 
cabularies, respectively (we use the symbol  V to represent V~ U V~l; 
Z E VN*  -- {AI called the axiom, where A is the null string; and R is a 
finite set of productions--here called rules--each of which is either of 
of the type X -~ Y called nonterminal rules, or of the type A -~ a 
called terminal rules, where X, Y C VN*, A E VN,  a ~ Vr ,  and A 
X ~ Y (we use the notation X --~ w to represent an arbitrary rule of 
either type). 
DEFINITION 2. A derivation of a grammar is a sequence of str ings 
(71, • • • , ~)  such that  ?l = Z and for each i (1  _- i < n) there are 
str ings X,  ~1, ¢2,  ~ such that  X -*  ~ ~ R, ~ = ¢1 X ¢2, and ?i+1 = 
DEFINITmN 3. A two-way derivation of a grammar is a der ivat ion of 
the grammar  in which for each i, the corresponding ~ or ~2 of definit ion 
2 is in VT*. 
This  means that  each str ing in a two-way der ivat ion is of the general 
form xWy where x, y E Vr*, W C VN*; and a rule is appl icable only 
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if its argument is a leftmost or rightmost substring of W. We will say 
of a string that it has a (two-way) derivation in a grammar if it is the 
last of a sequence of strings which is a (two-way) derivation of the 
grammar. 
DEFINITION 4. The (two-way) language of a grammar is the set of all 
strings x ~ VT* which have a (two-way) derivation in the grammar. 
LEMMA 1. For each grammar G there exists a grammar G p such that the 
language of G' is the same as the two-way language of G. 
Proof: Given a grammar G, we construct he grammar G' in such a 
way that its two-way language is the same as its language. Let 
G = (VN, Vr ,Z ,R) , thenG'  = (VN U {D,G,S,S'} [J i~4 I A -+a ~ R}, 
Vr ,  S', R') where D, G, S, S ~, 21 are not in V (we refer to the new non- 
terminal symbols of the type fi~ as semiterminal symbols, and designate 
the set of all such symbols in G p by V~, and symbols of the type J2 
designate strings in V~*); R' contains three rules having the effect of 
expanding its axiom into that of the grammar G flanked by the new 
symbols D and G, viz., S' -+ GSD, GS ----> GZ, SD -+ ZD, and for each 
nonterminal rule X --> Y in R, R' contains the two rules GX -+ GY, 
XD --+ YD, for each terminal rule A -+ a in R, R' contains the three 
rules GA ---->/tG, AD --> DA, ~{ -+ a (we will refer to the nonterminal 
rules that introduce semiterminal symbols as semiterminal rules) and 
R ~ also contains the rule GD --> A. Note that after this rule is applied, 
only terminal rules are applicable. 
It is clear from this construction that to each two-way derivation 
of G that ends with a terminal string there is an associated erivation 
of G' which ends with a semiterminal string, which when the terminal 
r~es of G' are applied will result in a terminal string identical to that 
generated by the associated erivation of G. Every derivation of G' 
begins with the three strings (S', GSD, GZD, . .. ). The transitions from 
each of the first two strings to the next one have no corresponding 
transitions in the two-way derivations of G. In a two-way derivation of 
G there are four types of transitions from one string to the next which 
earl be classified according to whether a nonterminal or a terminal rule 
is applied and according to whether the rule is applied to the left end 
or the right end of the string of nonterminal symbols in the line of the 
derivation. 
(a) xZ1Wy ---~* xZ2Wy by means of rule Z~ -> Z2 in a two-way deriva- 
tion of G corresponds to 2fCGZ~WDY -->* 52GZ2WDf z by means of rule 
GZ~ ---> GZ2 in the associated erivation of G'. 
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(b) xAWy --->* xaWy by means of rule A --> a in a two-way derivation 
of G corresponds to XGAWDf  z -~* XAGWDf  z by means of rule 
GA -> ,{G in the associated erivation of G'. 
Case (e) and (d) are simply the corresponding forms of (a) and (b), 
respectively, applied to the right end of the terminal string in the deriva- 
tion of G. If in ease (a) or (e) both Z~ and W are null, or if in ease (b) 
or (d) W is null then the resulting string xy in the derivation of G will 
correspond to the string XGDf  z in the derivation of G'. Then by the 
application of the rule GD -> 3_ this string is rewritten as XY,  which by 
the application of the terminal rules of G' will result in the string xy. 
Q.E.D. 
If the two-way derivation of G is obtained by n applieations of non- 
terminal rules and m applications of terminal rules, then the associated 
derivation of G' is obtained by n q- 3 applications of nonterminal rules 
and m applications of semiterminal rules. Then for each application of a 
semiterminal rule, a terminal rule must be applied to obtain a terminal 
string, i.e., n q- 2m + 3 rule applications altogether. 
DEFINITION 5. A two-way grammar is a grammar which can be derived 
from a grammar by means of the construction given in the proof of 
Lemma 1. We now note some of the structural properties of two-way 
grammars. In addition to the axiom, these grammars have three special 
nonterminal symbols D, G, S distinguished by the form of the rules within 
which they occur. Just these three symbols occur in the consequent of 
the rule that expands the axiom, and the S occurs only in two other 
rules and only in the arguments thereof, these arguments being the 
strings GS and SD. With the exception of the two special rules S' ---> GSD 
and GD --> A, either the symbol G or the symbol D appears in each non- 
terminal rule and it appears just once on each side of the arrow. And 
there is a one-one correspondence b tween the rules containing the 
symbol G and those containing D in that if the G's and D's were re- 
moved from each member of a corresponding pair, the result would be 
identical. Hereafter, we use the symbol V~ to stand for the set of non- 
terminal symbols in a two-way grammar which are neither semiterminal 
symbols nor members of the setD,  G, S', i.e., VA = V~ -- V~ - 
{D, G, S'/. 
Every string in every derivation of a two-way grammar is of the form 
S', ~, or ~IGWD~2 where ¢, ~ ,  ¢2 ~ (V~7 U Vr)*, W C Vx*. Before 
the application of the rule GD --> h the arguments of the terminal rules, 
i.e., the semiterminal symbols, can occur in a line of a derivation only 
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to the left of the symbol G or to the right of the symbol D and no other 
nonterminal symbols can occur in these positions. Since symbols in 
these positions cannot have any effect on the applicability of the non- 
terminal rules, and since the symbols in these positions can be argu- 
ments only for the terminal rules, it is clear that it makes no difference 
when the terminal rules are applied. Thus, the relative order of the 
application of the terminal rules among themselves and among the 
applications of the nonterminal rules cannot effect the terminal string 
generated by the derivation. 
We now describe a construction for the metalinear-correspondent of a 
two-way grammar. The language of the metalinear correspondent is not 
the same as that of the two way grammar but we show that a well de- 
fined subset of its language is both a context-free language and the same 
as the language of the two way grammar. 
Convention 1. Where X = A1A~ . . .  Am and for i (1 _-< i < n), A~ 1 
is the left inverse of A~, then by X 1, called the left inverse of X, we mean 
A iAi r the string ~ ~-1 "'" A11 • Similarly, where A~ is ~he right inverse of 
A~, then the right inverse of X is X r = A~rAr~_l "- • A1 r. 
Let G' = (VN, Vr ,  S', R') be a two-way grammar; its metalinear 
correspondent is a metalinear grammar 1 of the form 
G ~ = (ID, G, S'}, V~ U Vr U [d,g} U [A 1, Ar IA  E V~}, S', R m) 
where d, g, A 1, A r are not in V; and if R' contains the rule GX --> GY, 
XD ---> YD, GA --> fi_G, AD --> D-4, then R m contains the rule G ---> GYX i, 
D ---> XrYD, G --> aGA ~, D ---> ADa,  respectively. R ~ also contains the 
same rule for expanding the axiom as does R', i.e., S' ---> GSD. Finally, R m 
contains two terminal rules, D --> d, G ---> g, each of which is applied iust 
once in every derivation of a sentence. 
An examination of G ~ shows it to be a metalinear grammar with the 
two independent linear components dominated by G and D. The sen- 
tences of G ~ are all of the form xgXSY dy where d, g are unique symbols 
introduced by the terminal rules of R ~ and each occurs just once in 
every sentence of G ~, x, y E VT*, X E (V~ U {A~IA E V~})*, Y E 
( VA U {A ~ I A E VA} ) *, and the S is that occurrence ofthis symbol which 
is introduced by the expansion of the axiom. There is only this occurrence 
As defined by Chomsky (1963, pp. 369 ft.). Note that metalinear g ammars are 
not grammars as defined in Definition 1. In particular, the rules are of three types: 
B ~ ~, A ~ xBy, A ~ z, where S is the axiom, S, A, B E V~¢, ~ E (V - {S})*, 
x ,y,z  E Vr*,B ~S,  andz ~h.  
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of the symbol S in the sentences of G ~, for the rule that expands the 
axiom is used just once in the generation of a sentence and no other 
rule introduces S. Since every expansion of the symbol G other than the 
terminal rule ends with a left-inverse symbol, the X in each sentence if
it is nonnull ends with the rightmost left-inverse symbol of the sentence. 
Similarly, every expansion of D other than the terminal rule begins with 
a right-inverse symbol, and thus the Y in each sentence ither is null or 
begins with the leftmos~ right-inverse symbol of the sentence. 
We have constructed the grammar G ~ in such a way that, given any 
string of the form xgXSY dy, if G ~ generates this string and if the sub- 
string XSY reduces to null upon cancellation--a symbol with its left 
inverse to its immediate left or with its right inverse to its immediate 
right--then the string xy is generated by the two-way grammar of which 
G TM is the metalinear correspondent. Thus, we are interested in the 
intersection of the set of all such strings XSY with the set of strings over 
the same vocabulary each of which reduces to null: This latter set is a 
context-free language. Let L(XSY) represent the set of strings which 
appear in the sentences of G ~ between the symbols d and g. The set of all 
possible X's and the set of all possible Y's in the strings of L(XSY) 
are each regular languages, for each of these sets are the strings which 
appear on one side of the central marker in the sentences of a linear 
language; and since the strings on either side of the S in the sentences of 
G ~ are entirely independent ofeach other, L(XSY) is a regular language. 
We now construct a particular context-free grammar ~ Gxr which 
generates a subset of the strings over the vocabulary of L(XSY) which 
reduce to null, viz., those in which there is a single occurrence of the 
symbol S, which is preceded by all the left-inverse symbols of the string 
and followed by all the right-inverse symbols. Note every string in 
L(XSY) has this characteristic. Furthermore, in every sentence of 
Gxr one of the symbols which is immediately next to the S is an inverse 
of S. Every string in L(XSY) which reduces to null has this charac- 
teristic. The strings in L(XSY) are of three types--ZA:S, ZA:SB'W, 
SBrW. If the string reduces to null, then the A: must cancel with a 
symbol to its right and the B r must cancel with a symbol to its left. 
In the first and third types of string, the only symbol which is in the 
proper position for cancelling with the A: or B y is the S; therefore the 
2 As defined by Chomsky (1963, pp. 366 ft.). Note that this context-free grammar 
is not a grammar as defined in definition 1. In particular, its rules are of the form 
A--+o~whereA E VN,~C V*-- {A}. 
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A 1 and B ~ must be inverses of S. In the second type, neither A: nor B ~ 
can cancel until after both the other one and the S have cancelled; there- 
fore the other one must cancel with the S and thus must be an inverse 
of S. 
Gxy has the axiom ~ • VN and two other nonterminal symbols D, G. 
The terminal vocabulary is that of L(XSY) .  Each of the rules (1.1), 
(1.2), (5), (6), (8), and (9) represents a set of rules, viz., one for eaeh 
symbol A C V~ -- {S}. 
GxY (1.1) Z--)A~F.A (4) G---> GG 
(1.2) Z --> AZA ~ (5) G ---> A~GA 
(2.1) Z --> S~S (6) G --> A~A 
(2.2) Y.,---> SS" (7) D--> DD 
(3.1) Z --> G~ (8) D ----> ADA r 
(3.2) 2-->~D (9) D- ->AA ~ 
Rules (1.1) and (1.2) provide for those pairs of eaneellating symbols 
which appear on opposite sides of the S. Rules (2.1) and (2.2) introduce 
the S and assure that it is either proceded by its left inverse or followed 
by its right inverse. Rules (3.1), (3.2), and (4) to (9) provide for those 
pairs of eaneellating symbols both of which appear on the same side of 
the S; those pairs with left inverses appear to the left of the S and those 
with right inverses to the right of the S. 
Using this grammar, we now construct another context-free grammar 
GYx which generates the string YSX just in ease Gx~- generates XSY.  
The strings generated by G~-x have the following characteristics: They 
contain just one occurrence of S; all right-inverse symbols appear to the 
left of S, and all left inverses appear to the right; and each either begins 
with S ~ or ends with S 1. G~x has the axiom 2:' C VN and three other 
nonterminal symbols D, G, 2, and it has rules corresponding to rules 
(1.1) to (3.2) of Gxy but with the consequents in reverse order so that 
the inverse symbols appear in the proper position relative to the S. 
In the generation of a string XSY by Gx~, one of rules (2.1) or (2.2) is 
used. If (2.1) is applied, the symbol S 1 is the last symbol of the sub- 
string X. Thus, in generating the corresponding string YSX,  Gyx must 
introduce S~ at the end of the string and not by the rule that introduces 
the S. Similarly, if rule (2.2) is applied in generating a string by Gxr, 
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the corresponding string generated by Grx must introduce S ~ at the 
beginning of the string and not next to the S. 
(1.1') 
(1.2') 
(2') 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Grx (0.1') Z' ----> ZS 1 
(0.2') E' --> S~E 
E --> AEA 1 (4) G -> GG 
---> A~EA (5) G ----> AlGA 
2~-->S (6) G~A1A 
~ --> EG (7) D-->DD 
E --> DE (8) D-->ADA r 
(9) D--> AA ~ 
Let L(YSX)  represent he set of strings YSX such that XSY C 
L (XSY) .  Since L(YSX)  is a regular language, its intersection with the 
language generated by Grx is a context-free language, and this intersec- 
tion consists of just those strings YSX such that XSY occurs in a 
sentence of G ~ and reduces to null. 
Let L(xgX), L( Y dy) represent the set of strings which appear in the 
sentences of G ~ to the left of the unique S and to the right of this S, 
respectively. Since L(zgX) is a linear language with the central marker 
g, it is possible to construct a finite transducer which maps a given string 
X onto the string 2 just in case xgX C L(xgX). Similarly, there is a 
finite transducer which maps a given string Y onto 9 just in case Y dy 
L( Y dy). Thus, there exists a finite transducer which maps any given 
string YSX onto ~2 just in case xgXSY dy is a sentence of G". Since the 
intersection of L(YSX)  and the language generated by Grx is context 
free, its transduetion is context-free and consists of the set of strings 
??2 such that zgXSY dy is generated by G ~ and the XSY reduces to null. 
Since ??2 is the same as x~'~, and since the sentences of a context-free 
language all written backwards is a context-free language, we have the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The language of a two-way grammar, is context-free. 
And from Lemma 1, we have the corollary: 
COROLLAR~C 1. The two-way language of a grammar is context-free. 
Since every context-free language can be generated by a grammar as 
defined in Definition 1, viz., one in which the argument of every rule 
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is one symbol in length, and since the two-way language of such a 
grammar is the same as its language, every context-free language is 
the two-way language of some grammar. 
DEFINITION 6. The degree of a rule is the length of the string to the 
left of the arrow in that rule. The degree of an axiom is its length. 
DEF IN IT ION 7. The  degree of a g rammar  is the same as that of its 
nonterminal  rule(s) of smallest degree or of its ax iom whichever  is 
smaller. 
THEORE~ 2. For each grammar G of degree n there is an equivalent 
grammar G ~ of degree n -~ 1. 
Proof: Given a grammar of degree n we can construct a grammar of 
degree n -]- 1 by adding a new nonterminat symbol to the right end of 
the axiom and replacing each rule of degree n by m ~- 1 rules of degree 
n ~- 1 where m is the cardinality of VN, and then adding m ~ additional 
rules of degree n + 1. Let G = (VN, VT, Z, R); then G ~ = (VN U {E}, 
Vr ,  ZE ,  R') where E is not in V. R p contains the terminal rules of R 
and all nonterminal rules of degree > n. For each nonterminal rule 
R' X -> Y in R of degree n, contains the rule XE --> YE  and all possible 
rules of the form XA ---> YA where A E VN. Finally, R t contains all 
possible rules of degree n ~- 1 of the form WE --> W where W E V~*. 
For each derivation of G there is a corresponding derivation of G r 
which is longer by one string and which ends with the same string. We 
will consider only those derivations in which every nonterminal-rule 
application precedes all of the terminal-rule applications. Clearly, for 
each derivation of G there is an eqnivalent derivation of this type. Let 
(~1, "" • , ~k, • "" , ~)  be a derivation of G in which Ck E V~* and is the 
last such string of length ~ n, where n is the degree of G. Clearly, every 
derivation will contain such a string because the axiom of G is of length 
_>- n. The corresponding derivation of G t is (¢1E, -- • , q~kE, ~k "'-  , ~) .  
In this derivation, the string ~k is obtained from ~kE by the application 
of one of the rules of the form WE --> W; and where in the derivation of 
G a string is obtained from the preceding string by the application of a 
nonterminal rule of degree n, the corresponding string in the derivation 
of G' is obtained by one of the new rules of degree n -~ 1 provided for 
by the construction of G r. In all other cases, the corresponding strings 
are obtained by identical rules in the two grammars. Q.E.D. 
Corollary i shows  that if we  have  a grammar  that generates a language 
wh ich  is not context-free then in every derivation of each of an  infinite 
set of its sentences there will appear  a pair of successive strings of the 
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form xA~IX¢2By and xA~IY¢2By where both ~IX and X~2 are of length 
- n where n is greater than the degree of every grammar that generates 
the language. However, given a language we know by Theorem 2 that 
for any n there exists a grammar for that language of degree greater 
than n. Thus, a necessary condition for a grammar to generate a non- 
context-free language is that for each n it can generate an infinite num- 
ber of its sentences only by derivations in which there are successive 
strings of the form zAC~XC/~By and xAf~Yf~2By where the length of 
~ ,  ~ is greater than n. Furthermore, each one of these infinite sets of 
sentences i itself a non-context-free language. 
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